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Japanese tourists visiting Auckland are being warned away from Queen 
St. New Zealand’s Japanese Society says it's just too dangerous after dark. 

A typical Friday night sees Auckland’s most famous street become a 
thoroughfare for fighting drunks. 

It's a far cry from the image this country is selling to Japanese tourists. 

“They see a blue sky with rolling hills with white sheep, and naturally it makes 
it peaceful,” says president of the Japanese Society Masa Sekikawa. “So in 
their mind, when they come here, the day they arrive it is a peaceful, safe 
place to visit. But in fact there are places that you should not go.” 

Auckland's Japanese Society says Queen St is one of those places, telling 
members and visitors from home to avoid unnecessary trips at night. 

“I just worry about the tourists and young people who work very hard at night, 
especially in restaurants and the entertainment industry, and when they finish 
work at 10 or 11 at night, they have to walk up to their apartments. Now those 
people have to be cautious from now on.” 



In March, a Japanese visitor on a working-holiday visa was sexually attacked by 
a drunk man as she walked home. 

Two months later, a Japanese man was punched in the CBD before having his 
bag stolen. 

Auckland mayor Len Brown has seen for himself the problems with Queen 
Street. But he doesn't agree with the Japanese warning. 

“You will meet the odd idiot, so use your common sense,” says the mayor. 
“Think about where you're going and how you're going and just understand 
that if you're a new visitor to this city use that common sense.” 

Mr Sekikawa hopes to translate the advisory into other languages so more 
overseas visitors become aware of what Queen Str is really like after dark. 
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